Welcome to the Mark T. Wendell Tea Company’s 2020 Catalog

As one of the country’s oldest and storied tea importers, the Mark T. Wendell Tea Company has been providing fine teas to tea enthusiasts for over a century. We are pleased to offer a full range of estate grown specialty teas, signature tea blends, herbal and fruit tisanes, imported packaged tea brands, as well as a wide selection of uniquely crafted teapots and tea brewing accessories. Our philosophy is to select and purchase only the highest quality whole leaf teas from tea gardens and tea importers located around the world and to offer them to tea enthusiasts with a distinct focus on each customer’s satisfaction. The remarkable world of healthy and invigorating specialty teas has never been so accessible!

Importing our tea offerings over the past year has been challenging on several fronts, all unprecedented in recent memory. Our government’s implementation of an import tax on Chinese teas left us with varying price increases on not only teas from China, but many teas produced in other countries. There is no replacement for authentic Chinese teas, so we have tried to minimize these sharp price increases as best we can without sacrificing the quality that stands behind our brand.

New for 2020, our focus on quality and ingenuity has allowed us to represent two unique British tea brands as their US distributor. With fun flavors and eco-friendly packaging, the range of Hampstead Organic & Biodynamic Teas and We Are Tea offerings now spotlight our imported packaged brand selections.

Without our loyal customers, we would not have been able to continue offering our fine products for all these decades. If you are a returning customer, then we thank you. If you are a new customer, you will not be disappointed with our selection of teas. One taste and you will be back for more!

The Johnson Family
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In 1904, Boston businessman Mark T. Wendell (shown above) assumed ownership of his uncle’s business, a firm that imported luxury products from abroad. With a degree from Harvard University just completed, Mr. Wendell settled in the Beacon Hill section of Boston and set up offices near State Street. One of his most popular imports was a smoky China tea that was simply called “XXX”. These three letters were a common symbol of excellence and high quality from this era.

Over time, Mr. Wendell began focusing solely on the import of tea into his Boston waterfront offices. He wanted his signature, smoky tea to stand out from other Chinese teas, so he changed its name to HU-KWA (1920’s era container shown above), in honor of the honorable Chinese merchant Houqua, with whom his uncle had traded.

Mark T. Wendell died in January of 1967 at the age of 85, after which Elliot H. Johnson and his brother Alan purchased the company, and in 1999 Elliot’s son, Hartley E. Johnson, joined the business. From an initial listing of only 5 teas, including the legendary Hu-Kwa, offerings have expanded to over 80 estate grown specialty teas, signature tea blends, and herbal & fruit tisanes. Additional product offerings include various imported packaged tea brands, tea brewing accessories and a wide range of varying styled teapots.

As the world of specialty tea has expanded over the past few decades, current owner, Hartley E. Johnson, has embraced the philosophy of offering tea enthusiasts a focused line of teas and brewing accessories. By offering a streamlined list of loose leaf teas, products can be turned over quickly, ensuring that only the freshest teas carry the Mark T. Wendell name.

For over 47 years, it has been the Johnson family’s goal to carry on Mr. Wendell’s tradition of creating a superior tea buying experience by providing customers with the finest product, competitive prices, a distinct focus on product freshness and superior service. The joys associated with the simplicity of a high-quality cup of tea are endless.
An Introduction to Tea

All tea comes from the tropical plant known as *Camellia sinensis*. The tea plant grows best in a warm climate with long sunlit days, cool nights and an abundance of rainfall. Tea plants grow at altitudes ranging from sea level to 7,000 feet and are indigenous to China, Tibet, and northern India, though they are cultivated in many other countries across the globe, including Sri Lanka, Japan, Kenya, Turkey, Indonesia, Vietnam, Argentina, Tanzania, Taiwan, Malawi, and Zimbabwe. The most complex teas grow at higher altitudes and many bushes can be cultivated for over 100 years. Tea bushes cover about six million acres of the earth and are harvested every week during the almost year-long growing season.

After each winter season, the first small leaves and buds of the tea bush are hand-plucked and harvested. Once exposed to air, the leaf will begin to wither. When the picked leaf becomes pliable, it can then be turned into different types of tea. A common misperception is that the various styles of tea are grown from different types of plants. The fact is that all styles of tea come from the same *Camellia sinensis* bush; however, the method in which they are processed varies, yielding the main classifications and varieties of tea. White, Green and Yellow tea are produced by steaming the leaves after plucking, thus eliminating the fermentation process. Oolong tea is allowed to oxidize for a short period of time, and Black tea is allowed to react with the air and oxidize, turning the green leaves black. Pu-erh tea is a style of black tea that has been piled and allowed to ferment considerably.
Tea Varieties & Packaging Options

As you can see from the images below the differences between the varying tea categories can range from uniquely shaped white tea leaf and bud sets, to herbaceous green leaves, distinctly twisted oolong teas, traditional black tinged leaves and the colorful shades of blended fruit tea offerings.

Our expansive range of Mark T. Wendell Brand Teas are available in several differing packaging options. Our loose teas are available in three sizes: One Pound, 8 ounces and 4 ounces. We have also selected a few of our more popular teas and packaged them in 15 count pyramid teabag pouches. All these packaging options ensure that you will be receiving the freshest tea available.

- The **One Pound size** is packaged in an ornate black, gold and red lithographed tin with slip lid cover. This packaging size is also offered in a high barrier foil bag with a zip top closure. This option can be used to refill your existing tea tin or can stand alone as a unique storage option, one that is sturdy, practical and economical.

- The **8 ounce size** is packaged in a classic black tin with hinged lid. This packaging size is also offered in a high barrier foil bag with a zip top closure. This option can be used to refill your existing tea tin or can stand alone as a unique storage option, one that is sturdy, practical and economical.

- The **4 ounce size** is packaged in a hinged lid gold tin adorned with colorful and descriptive labels.

- Several of our most popular offerings are also available in **15 count biodegradable teabag pouches**, as shown on page 21.

- **China Yunnan Black**
- **Apricot Flavored Black**
- **Extra Fancy Formosa Oolong**
- **River Mist Green**

- **Huo Shan Yellow Sprouting**
- **Organic Flowery Silver Needle White**
- **Downy Pearl Jasmine**
- **Garden Basket Fruit Tisane**

*Left to right: 1 lb. Refill, 8 oz. Refill, 1 lb. Tin, 8 oz. Tin, 4 oz. Tin*
HU-KWA® Tea

One of Mr. Wendell’s first teas, HU-KWA is a uniquely crafted black tea from the island of Formosa and is considered by many tea connoisseurs to be the benchmark against which all other Lapsang Souchong style teas are measured. Offered by the Mark T. Wendell Tea Company for over a century, HU-KWA tea gains its distinctive flavor and smoky tang from the burning pine wood over which it is fired during the final drying process of the tea leaf. Distinctive with its smoky flavor and aroma, the dry leaves have an almost amber-brown coloration. When brewed, HU-KWA tea produces a deep red liquor and a surprisingly mellow cup. Since this tea is cultivated in varying terroir from the smoky Lapsang Souchong teas commonly produced in mainland China, it has a taste and character all its own. HU-KWA is a one of a kind tea that you will not forget!

In order to enjoy the unique flavor of HU-KWA we recommend allowing the tea to draw for five and one-half minutes. Stir, and let the tea settle for about one-half minute. Then decant. HU-KWA Tea is best appreciated when drunk clear. Milk or too much sugar compromises its delicate flavor. A little cream goes well but sugar should be used sparingly.

One pound tin $29.00  8 ounce tin $18.00  4 ounce tin $10.25*  25 tea bags $7.00

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.

* They are not available for our 4 ounce size tins.

HOUQUA

The famous Hong Merchant of Canton, China, who became a symbol of integrity and quality trade between America and the Orient in the 19th century. Mark T. Wendell’s uncle, Richard Devens, traded goods with Houqua during this era and, years later, named his signature tea after him out of respect for his cultural significance. For more information about our signature tea offering, visit www.hukwa.com.

Artwork by George Chinnery (1774–1852), Massachusetts Institute of Technology via Wikimedia Commons.
Black Teas

To produce black tea, the tea leaves are plucked by hand and then left out in the sun until they are pliable enough to be rolled without the leaf splitting. The leaves are then put into a mechanical tumbler and rolled. This process causes the leaves’ juices to react with the air and oxidize. The green leaves turn black and are then fired in huge drying ovens to produce the final product. Black tea is the most common tea consumed in this country and is cultivated in China, India, Sri Lanka, Africa and Indonesia.

**Assam**  Highly regarded by connoisseurs, this tea is produced in the largest growing region in Northern India, Assam. Its pungent liquor brews to a dark reddish color, leaving a full-bodied cup with a malty taste that is truly unique. Assam takes well to milk and sugar.

- one pound tin $24.75
- 8 ounce tin $15.75
- 4 ounce tin $9.95*

**Cheericup Ceylon**  Our whole leaf Ceylon is a strong tea with a full, almost brisk flavor. One of our oldest offerings, Cheericup is a unique blend of seven high and low grown estate teas from the island country of Sri Lanka. When brewed, the bright and sparkling liquor has a sweet and distinct taste that makes for the perfect afternoon tea.

- one pound tin $24.50
- 8 ounce tin $15.50
- 4 ounce tin $9.50*
- 15 tea bags $9.00

**China Keemun**  A full-bodied, yet mellow black tea with a lively bouquet. Keemun is renowned as one of China’s finest black teas, superbly crafted with tasty leaves and an aromatic sweetness. When brewed, it produces a dark red cup and makes a great iced tea.

- one pound tin $20.50
- 8 ounce tin $13.50
- 4 ounce tin $8.75*

**China Lapsang Souchong**  This rare, long leaf tea gains its distinctive “tarry” flavor and smoky tang from the pine fires over which it is dried. Rich in taste and smoky aroma, it produces a deep red liquor when brewed. China Lapsang is stronger in taste and aroma than our HU-KWA Formosan Lapsang.

- one pound tin $25.50
- 8 ounce tin $16.00
- 4 ounce tin $9.95*

**China Yunnan**  Cultivated in China’s Yunnan Province, the birthplace of tea, this black tea has a large leaf with distinctive golden tips. It has some of the best characteristics of traditional China teas as well as teas from India. When brewed, it produces a rich, almost peppery flavor.

- one pound tin $29.00
- 8 ounce tin $18.00
- 4 ounce tin $10.50*
- 15 tea bags $9.00

**Darjeeling**  Our Darjeeling offering is grown in the high-altitude foothills of the Himalayas. Teas grown in this region tend to have a stimulating taste and aroma, setting them apart from other black teas. Darjeeling is a full-bodied tea whose infused leaf produces a cup with a coppery-red sparkle and a hint of delicate fruit overtones.

- one pound tin $33.00
- 8 ounce tin $20.25
- 4 ounce tin $11.75*
- 15 tea bags $9.00

**First Flush Darjeeling 2019 Puttabong Estate**  Comprised of the first tender shoots of the newly grown tea plant, First Flush Darjeeling tea is a seasonal tea offering that is applauded by tea enthusiasts around the world. Our 2019 offering is grown at the Puttabong Estate and is part of the Clonal Exotic Line, Lot #EX6. Planted in 1852 and located along the border with Sikkim, this garden is known for being the oldest in the region. It also has one of the best reputations, due in particular to its offerings that have been specially developed to suit the agro-climatic conditions of the area. This tea is an exceptional spring picking with a fresh, vegetal mouth feel at the start developing smoothly towards more floral and fruity notes with a delicate astringency. When brewed, it yields a light gold infusion with a uniquely intoxicating muscatel bouquet. Typical of a stand out First Flush Darjeeling, it finishes with a pleasing citrus sweetness on the palate.

- 8 ounce tin $46.00
- 4 ounce tin $24.00
- 2 ounce tin $15.00*

*Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.*

*They are not available for our 4 ounce and 2 ounce size tins.*
Black Teas

**Earl Grey**  A traditional afternoon tea, our Earl Grey is a delicately scented blend of large leaf Indian black teas and oil of Bergamot. Renowned for its citrus fragrance and light overall taste, our Earl Grey selection is a connoisseur’s favorite among scented teas.

- one pound tin $24.50
- 8 ounce tin $15.50
- 4 ounce tin $9.95*
- 15 tea bags $9.00

**English Breakfast**  Our English Breakfast blend is the perfect cup to start your day. For decades, we have carefully crafted this blend using several robust teas from India and Sri Lanka. The base tea used for this blend has recently been updated to a slightly larger leaf size, allowing a more visually uniform combination of various leaves. Its bold, full-flavored taste makes it a favorite breakfast tea and one of our most popular sellers year after year.

- one pound tin $23.00
- 8 ounce tin $15.00
- 4 ounce tin $9.50*
- 15 tea bags $9.00

**Indonesian**  An exquisite tea sourced from Indonesia's Kertasarie Estate, this is a favorite of those who love a strong and stimulating flavor in their cup. Indonesia’s high altitudes, volcanic soil and tropical climate produce a dark and rich tasting tea that is truly unique.

- one pound tin $23.00
- 8 ounce tin $15.00
- 4 ounce tin $9.00*

**Irish Breakfast**  Our unique blend of small and large leaf Assam teas has been a tea lover’s favorite for years. Comprised of full-bodied Assam teas, our blend has been designed as a strong tea that will invigorate you in the morning and help you to start your day off right. When brewed, it produces a cup with a brisk flavor and an undertone of dark, richly fermented malt.

- one pound tin $24.75
- 8 ounce tin $15.75
- 4 ounce tin $9.95*
- 15 tea bags $9.00

**Manhattan Tribute Blend**  Our Manhattan Tribute Blend is the perfect combination of Indian, Formosan and Ceylon teas, devised for late day and after dinner consumption when the palate is satiated. When brewed, it produces a bold cup with a slightly floral note.

- one pound tin $31.75
- 8 ounce tin $19.50
- 4 ounce tin $10.75*

**New! Mountain Kenya**  Rich and full bodied with a pungent astringency and juicy brisk character, our new Mountain Kenya offering is now sourced from central Kenya’s Michimikuru Tea Estate. When brewed, this larger leaf tea selection has a bright liquor and a crisp finish with just a hint of that juniper note that is characteristic of good Kenyan teas.

- one pound tin $21.00
- 8 ounce tin $14.25
- 4 ounce tin $8.50*

**M.T.W. Formosa Keemun**  This unique tea from the island of Formosa was one of Mr. Wendell’s first tea imports and a personal favorite. Its long, silvery leaf gives an attractive appearance, contrasting most mainland China Keemun teas. When brewed, it yields a full-bodied brew with a pleasant bouquet. This is a superb black tea that is not to be overlooked.

- one pound tin $28.50
- 8 ounce tin $18.00
- 3 ounce tin $9.25*

**Nilgiri Tiger Hill Estate**  Situated in southern India’s Blue Mountains, the Tiger Hill estate produces some of Nilgiri’s best teas. Slowly growing in this area’s high elevation climate and fertile soil, the predominantly clonal Nilgiri bushes produce refreshing teas with faint citrus notes. This medium-bodied tea produces a bright, brisk liquor with a light, clean flavor that really stands out in each cup.

- one pound tin $29.00
- 8 ounce tin $17.50
- 4 ounce tin $10.25*

*Refill bags for one pound tin and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.

*They are not available for our 4 ounce and 3 ounce size tins.
Black Teas

**Organic Ceylon**  Grown at the Blackwood Estate in Ceylon, this tea is certified organic by its growers. A strong tea with a full, brisk flavor, it produces a liquor that is bright and sparkling in the cup.

- one pound tin $37.50
- 8 ounce tin $22.75
- 4 ounce tin $12.50*

**Organic Darjeeling**  Our Organic Darjeeling is cultivated at Darjeeling’s Jungpana Estate. This is a superbly crafted Darjeeling tea, organically grown and certified by this up and coming estate. It has a classic Darjeeling presentation with a light, mellow character and uplifting overtones.

- one pound tin $42.00
- 8 ounce tin $24.00
- 4 ounce tin $13.00*

**New! Organic Yunnan Golden Buds**  Organically cultivated each spring season, this select tea from Yunnan province, China is a sublime treat. This completely golden leaf and bud set has a luxurious, creamy mouthfeel with sweet and delicate notes of tropical fruit and spice. A tea unlike any that we have previously offered, our Yunnan Golden Buds is a tea not to be missed.

- 6 ounce tin $58.00
- 3 ounce tin $32.00
- 1½ ounce tin $16.50*

**Russian Caravan**  Our take on the famous centuries old tea blend that was so sought after in Russia that special caravans were commissioned to personally deliver it to the Czar. A beguiling blend of black teas that brews into a fine cup that is sure to please. Our special blend contains no smoky aromas.

- one pound tin $22.00
- 8 ounce tin $14.50
- 4 ounce tin $9.00*
- 15 tea bags $9.00

**Scottish Breakfast**  Our special blend of fine India, Ceylon and China teas brews to a bright, lively liquor. Full flavored and robust, it is the perfect cup to start your day.

- one pound tin $23.00
- 8 ounce tin $14.75
- 4 ounce tin $8.95*

**Victorian Afternoon**  Created over 15 years ago and previously sold as a private label blend for the Elizabethan Club of Yale University, we are pleased to offer this original black tea blend to our customers as our Victorian Afternoon tea blend. This vibrant blend of Indian, Sri Lankan and Formosan teas is further complemented by a slightly smoky character. It yields a dark, reddish cup with a sparkling liquor when brewed.

- one pound tin $24.50
- 8 ounce tin $15.50
- 4 ounce tin $9.75*

**Yunnan Tea Brick**

**Yunnan Tea Brick**  This decorative brick of compressed Yunnan black tea makes a great display and conversation piece. This type of tea was compressed into brick form for ease of travel across the land centuries ago. The teas was broken off the brick and then added to boiling water to brew. Dimensions are approximately 4½ inches tall by 7½ inches wide.

$25.00 per tea brick

*Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.*

*They are not available for our 4 ounce size tins.*
Pu-erh Teas

Pu-erh teas are created by hand piling Yunnan black tea for lengthy periods, allowing a true internal fermentation of the leaf to occur. This process gives Pu-erh its unique earthy overtones. This type of tea is cultivated in the world's best tea growing areas, from tea bushes as tall as trees. Pu-erh has long been valued for its medicinal benefits, believed to aid in digestion and the reduction of cholesterol.

Pu-erh Tuo Cha  Maintaining the pu-erh tradition of being sold in various shapes and sizes, this selection has been compressed into small nest shapes, known as Tuo Cha. When brewed, Pu-erh Tuo Cha yields a dark, full-bodied brew that has a unique damp and earthy aroma taste. It retains its flavor through several infusions very well, with each piece making approximately 16 ounces of hot tea. Please note that each piece is covered in a paper wrapper to preserve its unique shape. This wrapper should be removed before brewing.

6 ounce tin $15.50*

Organic Bold Leaf Pu-erh  Our full leaf version of pu-erh is an organically grown tea whose dry leaf is dark and rich in appearance. Upon brewing, you will notice the unique damp, earthy scent characteristic of a fine black pu-erh. Our Organic Bold Leaf Pu-erh has a smooth, deeply fermented flavor that puts this selection in a class all its own.

one pound tin $43.00  8 ounce tin $24.95  4 ounce tin $13.75*

Sheng Bingcha Pu-erh Cake, 1999  Sourced from wild tea trees, this young pu-erh has a complex flavor and attractive leaf composition. It is made from second flush tea, harvested in the unique growing regions of Yunnan. Sheng Pu-erh is known for its gentle and mild character. The raw leaves will age well over time into a priceless heirloom, but it is drinkable now. This cake was preserved the compressed tea leaves. Each cake measures 3.5 inches in diameter.

100 gram wrapped cake $42.00

Oolong Teas

Oolong tea is referred to as “semi-fermented” tea and is principally manufactured in China and Taiwan (Formosa). After plucking, this type of tea is allowed to wilt in direct sunlight and is then shaken in bamboo baskets to lightly bruise the leaf. The chemicals in the leaf react with the air, producing a reddish leaf color. After a desired amount of time, the leaf is fired and the fermentation process is halted. The variations in oxidation levels create the unique appearance and flavors of oolong teas.

Brandy Oolong  Made from a special cultivar of the tea plant unique to Taiwan, this offering is a highly oxidized oolong tea that was created by crossing the Assamica tea varietal with the native tea plant to produce a tea that has become the favorite for tea enthusiasts of every age. When brewed, Brandy Oolong’s rich and amber brew hints of spice, cinnamon and sweet-creamy malt notes.

8 ounce tin $37.50  4 ounce tin $23.50  2.5 ounce tin $14.95*

Evergreen Supreme Oolong  This naturally fragrant Taiwanese cultivar of a high mountain oolong tea becomes one’s favorite instantly. Its pleasant aroma, delicate flavor and lingering finish are captured within the semi-balled leaves after numerous cycles of withering, oxidation and repeated rolling. The brewed tea is a yellowish-green, with a light fragrance and pure, sweet taste. The aroma really develops when hot water is poured over the leaf.

one pound tin $47.00  8 ounce tin $26.50  4 ounce tin $14.50*

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.
* They are not available for our 6 ounce, 4 ounce and 2.5 ounce size tins.
Oolong Teas

**China Sechung Oolong**  This semi-oxidized tea has large curled leaves that are greenish-black in color. Grown in the Southern Mountains of China’s Fujian Province, this type of oolong is often referred to as a Min-Nan Oolong. This tea has a delicate flavor with a pleasing taste and lively bouquet.

- one pound tin $28.50
- 8 ounce tin $17.95
- 4 ounce tin $10.50*

**Extra Fancy Formosa Oolong**  Sparkling and fruity in character, its pale brew and subtle flavor is unexcelled. The leaves are big and contain the silver tip of the bud, making it a special treat for oolong lovers. Picked once a year, this season’s Extra Fancy Formosa Oolong from the Pei Pu region of Taiwan is considered to be the finest available.

- 8 ounce tin $95.00
- 4 ounce tin $54.00

**Formosa Oolong**  This type of semi-oxidized tea from Formosa is known for its unique appearance and taste. Produced from carefully selected leaves, Formosa Oolong’s dark brown and noticeably twisted leaves produce a vibrant amber cup of tea. This tea has a distinctively sweet “peach-like” flavor and fruity aroma when brewed.

- 8 ounce tin $22.00
- 4 ounce tin $14.50
- 2 ounce tin $9.00*

**Imperial Gold Oolong**  A masterfully crafted variation of a traditional oolong, this tea has dark and light green twisted leaves that display distinct floral overtones. This tea’s aroma and delicate golden brew are sure to excite.

- one pound tin $39.50
- 8 ounce tin $23.00
- 4 ounce tin $12.95*

**Min-Pei Fancy Oolong**  Grown in the northern Wu Yi mountains of China’s Fujian province, this oolong is a unique find. Its leaves are robust and twisted with a high aroma, typical for this special grade of tea. Min-Pei is light in character with a natural orchid-like flavor and produces a clear, bright amber cup color when brewed.

- 8 ounce tin $20.50
- 4 ounce tin $14.00
- 2 ounce tin $8.50*

**Royal Red Robe Oolong**  Perhaps the best known rock tea from the Wu Yi Mountains of the Chinese Fujian province, this tea is a rare find. This Da Hong Pao Oolong is a highly oxidized oolong whose large, twisted leaves have a unique black appearance. It brews an amber cup that almost startles with its dramatic aroma and smooth, clean finish.

- 8 ounce tin $29.00
- 4 ounce tin $18.00
- 2 ounce tin $10.50*

*Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.
*They are not available for our 4 ounce, 3 ounce, and 2 ounce size tins.
Scented teas are infused with varying aromas and natural flavorings to make them stand out in each cup. We offer several styles of scented teas including those with oil of bergamot, jasmine flowers, rose petals and lychee nut oil.

**China Jasmine** Our standard jasmine is a lightly fermented pouchong tea, gently touched with freshly picked jasmine blossoms from the Huang Mountain area of China. After repeated exposure to the tea leaves, the flowers are removed, leaving the exotically fragrant aroma behind. China Jasmine makes a sweet and easy drinking brew.

- one pound tin $33.00
- 8 ounce tin $20.00
- 4 ounce tin $11.25*

**Downy Pearl Jasmine** A rare tea produced by hand rolling green tea buds and silvery tips into a tight, pearl shape. The tea is then scented repeatedly with jasmine, creating a wonderfully fragrant bouquet. Upon brewing, each “pearl” unfurls to show the entirety of the tender tea leaves.

- one pound tin $95.00
- 8 ounce tin $55.00
- 4 ounce tin $30.00*

**Lychee Congou** This China black tea is naturally scented by adding the juice of fresh lychee nuts to the tea leaves. Lychee Congou black tea is a sweet tasting and aromatic tea that yields a pleasant cup when brewed hot or cold.

- one pound tin $27.00
- 8 ounce tin $16.75
- 4 ounce tin $9.95*

**Rose Congou** We have taken the finest China Congou black tea and blended red rose petals to make a delightful tea that yields a smooth and aromatic cup when brewed. This Chinese tea blend has a unique taste with lingering floral overtones that are sure to bring back memories of summer days gone by.

- one pound tin $27.00
- 8 ounce tin $17.00
- 4 ounce tin $10.00*

**Yin Hao Jasmine** This magnificently made and scented jasmine is considered one of China’s finest teas. The finest pouchong tea is blended and scented with fragrant flowers and defies description with its smooth flavor and heady aroma. You will not want to waste a drop of this special tea.

- one pound tin $36.00
- 8 ounce tin $21.00
- 4 ounce tin $11.50*

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.

* They are not available for our 4 ounce tins.
Green Teas

To produce green tea, the fresh tea leaves are carefully placed on large bamboo trays and allowed to dry in the sunlight. The leaves are then placed into small hot roasting pans and quickly moved about. They are continuously rolled into balls and then re-roasted for several hours at a time. This process stops the chemical changes from occurring in the leaf by never allowing it to wither and ferment. By eliminating the fermentation process, the dry leaf retains its green color, natural goodness and original beauty. Most of the green teas produced come from various Chinese and Japanese tea estates. Light in color and flavor, green tea is loaded with health benefiting antioxidants.

Cloud & Mist Green This tea is a unique find, deriving its name from the high altitude growing areas of the Wu Lu Mountains in the Jiangxi province of China. Grown each spring in the gentle mountain clouds and prevalent mist, this tea consists of single bud and leaf sets that unfurl magnificently when brewed. The brewed liquor has a herbaceous aroma, a smooth and sweet taste and appears a modest yellow-green in the cup. *Limited seasonal availability.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>one pound tin</th>
<th>8 ounce tin</th>
<th>4 ounce tin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud &amp; Mist Green</td>
<td>$74.00</td>
<td>$41.00</td>
<td>$20.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dragonwell Green China’s most famous and highly prized green tea is hand picked in the Hangzhou region, and our special grade is rarely available outside of China. Its tender, flat green leaves produce a light emerald green liquor with a most intriguing aroma of sweetness and vegetative taste.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>one pound tin</th>
<th>8 ounce tin</th>
<th>4 ounce tin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dragonwell Green</td>
<td>$92.00</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
<td>$25.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Japanese Genmaicha Green The finest Japanese Sencha green tea leaves are blended with roasted rice and popped corn to create a robust, nutty flavored green tea. A favorite among Japanese tea drinkers abroad, this unique blend yields an easy drinking cup that lacks the sharp overtones characteristic to teas from this region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>one pound tin</th>
<th>8 ounce tin</th>
<th>4 ounce tin</th>
<th>15 tea bags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Genmaicha Green</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$8.95*</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gunpowder Green Known in China as “Pearl Tea”, it derives its name from the round, tightly rolled leaves and grayish-green color. We offer a special grade of Gunpowder with rather tender leaves that unfold magnificently when brewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>one pound tin</th>
<th>8 ounce tin</th>
<th>4 ounce tin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gunpowder Green</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td>$14.50</td>
<td>$9.25*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gyokuro Jade Dew Green Gyokuro is one of Japan’s rarest and most prized teas. Its long, slender, dark green leaves are produced by shading the tea plant three weeks before it is hand cut with scissors. Consisting of only the tender leaf tips, we are pleased to offer this season’s recent pickings. Gyokuro Jade Dew Green yields a greenish-gold color with a mild flavor and incomparable natural flowery aroma when brewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>one pound tin</th>
<th>8 ounce tin</th>
<th>4 ounce tin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gyokuro Jade Dew Green</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>$22.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New! Jade Dragon Green Our new Jade Dragon Green tea is cultivated each spring season from the tea gardens of Yunnan’s Lu Long Xue Shan growing region. The micro-climate of this mountainous area helps to shape this tea’s flavor profile. This is a classic “tippy” style Yunnan Green Tea, a 1 leaf to 1 bud plucking style. It is floral, beany, grassy and sweet when brewed carefully. *Limited seasonal availability.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8 ounce tin</th>
<th>4 ounce tin</th>
<th>2 ounce tin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New! Jade Dragon Green</td>
<td>$66.00</td>
<td>$36.00</td>
<td>$18.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.
*They are not available for our 4 ounce and 2 ounce size tins.
Green Teas

Japanese Sencha Green  This mellow Japanese green tea is produced in southern Japan’s Kagoshima Prefecture. Its bright green, flat leaves are picked early in the season, then steamed to ensure freshness. It is often referred to as “the white wine of teas”.

one pound tin $38.00  8 ounce tin $23.50  4 ounce tin $12.25*

Mao Feng Tranquility Green  A premium Hairpoint style green from Eastern China, this tea embodies the reasons for drinking green tea. The dark green leaves of this tea are pointed and slightly twisted, producing a tantalizingly sweet brew with chestnut overtones that refresh.

one pound tin $39.50  8 ounce tin $23.75  4 ounce tin $12.95*  15 tea bags $9.00

Organic Chun Mee Green  This organic green tea offering is a very popular Chinese green tea. Chun Mee, also known as “precious eyebrow” tea, has a remarkable, distinctive plum-like flavor. Our Organic Chun Mee combines this plum-like flavor with a smooth, sweet aroma that makes a satisfying cup of tea.

one pound tin $28.00  8 ounce tin $17.00  4 ounce tin $10.25*

Organic Pinhead Gunpowder Green  A unique pinhead gunpowder with a smooth green flavor. Resembling tiny spiral rolls, this organically grown tea is not as tightly hand rolled as our standard gunpowder.

one pound tin $27.00  8 ounce tin $16.50  4 ounce tin $10.00*

Organic River Mist Green  Grown in the morning mists and afternoon sun of a tea garden on the western bank of the Yang Tze River, this unusual Chinese green has abundant silver strands among the twisted green leaves and unopened buds. Its supple, rich flavor is easy on the palate and a treat to drink.

one pound tin $43.50  8 ounce tin $25.50  3 ounce tin $12.00*

Triple Cup Green  This rich, green tea is grown in the mountains of China’s famous Zhejiang tea region. The small and tender curled leaves brew a golden colored cup that is full of classic green tea flavor. Due to its unique character, our Triple Cup green tea can be infused several times before the flavor fades.

one pound tin $41.00  8 ounce tin $24.50  4 ounce tin $13.50*

Young Hyson Green  A very light China green tea, Hyson makes a smooth and delicately sweet flavored cup when brewed. Hyson is prepared from young, thin leaves and has a notably twisted leaf with pale green hue.

one pound tin $24.00  8 ounce tin $15.50  4 ounce tin $9.25*

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.

* They are not available for our 4 ounce and 3 ounce size tins.
**Yellow Tea**

Yellow teas are unique to the high mountain regions of the Chinese provinces of Anhui, Hunan and Sichuan. The skillful tea pickers use only the tender Spring buds to produce this yellow tea. It is manufactured by plucking, basket-firing or pan-firing, smothering and then finish-firing the leaf. It is the smothering step that is unique to this tea, encouraging the leaf to reabsorb its own aromatics and add a sweetness and fragrance to the leaf.

**Huo Shan Yellow Sprouting** This rare yellow tea from China’s Anhui province is comprised of beautiful hand-crafted leaves and downy silver buds. This tea is notable for its rich, full and smooth tasting floral infusion. When brewed our Yellow Sprouting produces a naturally sweet and refreshingly clean tasting cup of tea.

- 6 ounce tin $40.00
- 2 ounce tin $14.00*

**White Teas**

White tea is the rarest and most delicate type of tea. It is plucked by hand within two days between the time the first buds become fully mature and the time in which the leaf unfurls. The leaves are then allowed to wither, allowing the natural moisture to evaporate before being dried. White tea contains the same antioxidants found in green tea, but since it undergoes less processing, white tea is believed to be more beneficial to your health than other types of tea.

**China Mutan White** Our Mutan white tea is an unusual tea, comprised of silvery, downy buds and green leaves. The buds are hand picked before the leaf opens, then gently steamed. The brew is delicate and mellow, with a light pale color. Due to the larger leaf size, more leaves per cup are needed when brewing.

- 6 ounce tin $28.00
- 3 ounce tin $18.00
- 1½ ounce tin $10.50*

**Organic Flowery Silver Needle White** This organic white tea is comprised of needle shaped tea buds with silvery white down on each grey-green leaf. Grown in the northernmost part of the Fujian province, China, this rare type of white tea has a mildly sweet flavor with aromatic notes of toasted chestnuts. It produces a light and refreshing cup when brewed.

- 6 ounce tin $48.00
- 3 ounce tin $27.50
- 1½ ounce tin $15.00*

**Blooming Presentation Teas**

Hand-tied into tight globe shapes, these tea blossoms are crafted by Chinese artisans using high quality tea buds. When steeped, these teas open up to reveal delicate flowers nestled inside. Our presentation teas are a visual treat when brewed in a clear teapot or glass and make a uniquely artistic gift.

**Double Happiness** Green tea hand tied with two chrysanthemum, amaranth and jasmine flowers (pictured here).

- Approximately 18 pieces $25.00 per 4 oz. tin*

**Organic Flower Fountain** Organic white tea hand tied with a pink globe amaranth flower.

- Approximately 18 pieces $25.00 per 4 oz. tin*

Refill bags for 6 ounce, 4 ounce, and 3 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.

* They are not available for our 2 ounce and 1½ ounce size tins.
Decaffeinated Black and Green Teas

Over the years, we have had many customers request decaffeinated tea offerings. Whether you must avoid caffeine for medical reasons or because it doesn’t allow you to get a good night’s rest, these teas are just what you need. We are proud to offer three black decaffeinated teas and one decaffeinated green option that, unlike many others, taste great when brewed.

**Decaffeinated Earl Grey**
Our Decaffeinated Earl Grey offering is comprised of Ceylon’s finest long leaf teas that have been delicately scented with oil of Bergamot. Now decaffeinated using a natural method, this selection has a fragrant aroma and full-flavored taste, without the caffeine of regular black tea. A great option for those whose diets require the absence of caffeine.

- **one pound tin** $35.50
- **8 ounce tin** $21.50
- **4 ounce tin** $12.50*

**Decaffeinated English Breakfast**
Our Decaffeinated English Breakfast offering is comprised of Ceylon’s finest long leaf teas. This naturally processed selection has a robust and full-flavored taste without the caffeine of regular black tea. A great option for those whose diets require the absence of caffeine.

- **one pound tin** $34.50
- **8 ounce tin** $20.50
- **4 ounce tin** $12.00*
- **15 tea bags** $8.50

**Decaffeinated Sencha Green**
This mellow Chinese green tea is produced from the first and second pickings of the season and is then processed naturally, creating a smooth tasting decaffeinated green tea.

- **12 ounce tin** $32.00
- **6 ounce tin** $19.95
- **3 ounce tin** $9.00*

**Iced Tea Blends**

To produce a crisp, refreshing glass of iced tea, you need to start with a base tea formulated to brew up clean, clear and flavorful. Our iced tea blend selections have been specially blended to produce the finest in fresh-brewed iced tea.

**Iced Tea Blend**
Our special blend of Ceylon, China and Java teas produces a refreshing glass of iced tea every time. This blend yields a full, rich flavor with superior clarity.

- **one pound tin** $26.00
- **8 ounce tin** $16.50
- **4 ounce tin** $9.95*

**Island Nectar Iced Tea Blend**
This fragrantly sweet iced tea blend is flavored with hints of an island paradise. China black tea is blended with tropical honey and pear flavorings to produce this crisp and smooth tasting iced tea blend.

- **one pound tin** $28.00
- **8 ounce tin** $17.00
- **4 ounce tin** $10.50*

**Organic Green Mint Iced Tea Blend**
This organically grown offering is a refreshing blend of smooth China gunpowder green tea and fresh cut peppermint leaves. Served hot or iced cold, this style of mint tea has a refreshingly bold aroma and a sweet flavor that drinks well any time of the day.

- **one pound tin** $34.00
- **8 ounce tin** $20.00
- **4 ounce tin** $11.50*

**Tropicana Iced Tea Blend**
Our Tropicana Iced Tea Blend is a flavorful blend of Ceylon tea, rose petals, cornflower petals, mallow flowers, red thistle and passionfruit essence. When iced, this colorful tea blend makes a great cup of smooth and fruity tea that will cool you down during the most extreme heat.

- **one pound tin** $28.00
- **8 ounce tin** $17.00
- **4 ounce tin** $10.00*

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.
*They are not available for our 4 ounce and 3 ounce size tins.
Flavored Black Teas

Over the years, we have created flavorful blends of black teas with fruit pieces, spices and flavorings. From sweet peaches and apricots to spicy ginger and oranges, there are many tempting selections to choose from. All of our tempting selections of flavored teas are easy to make into great tasting iced teas. So, hot or cold, these teas will certainly satisfy.

Apricot  China Congou black tea blended with apricot pieces and apricot essence.
          one pound tin $22.50  8 ounce tin $15.50  4 ounce tin $9.25*

Autumn Cranberry  Our Autumn Cranberry Flavored Black tea is a whole-leaf Indian black tea blended with sweet cranberry pieces, blackberry leaves and cranberry essence. Sweet and fruity, this tea makes a great tasting glass of iced tea when chilled.
          one pound tin $29.00  8 ounce tin $18.00  4 ounce tin $10.50*

Blackcurrant  China Congou black tea with blackcurrant essence.
            one pound tin $26.50  8 ounce tin $17.00  4 ounce tin $9.75*

Chocolate Mint Swirl  The ultimate desert tea, our chocolate mint swirl is a custom blend of black tea, fresh cut peppermint leaves and delicate cacao pieces. A decadent treat every time you turn on the kettle!
            one pound tin $29.50  8 ounce tin $18.00  4 ounce tin $11.00*

Ginger  China Congou black tea blended with ginger pieces and ginger essence.
           one pound tin $27.00  8 ounce tin $17.25  4 ounce tin $9.95*

Holiday Fruit & Spice Blend  A blend of select black tea leaves with orange pieces, bits of cranberry, ginger and cinnamon. A winter season favorite that is now available year-round.
           one pound tin $29.00  8 ounce tin $18.00  4 ounce tin $10.50*

Mango  China Zhejiang black tea blended with mango pieces and mango essence.
          one pound tin $25.00  8 ounce tin $16.00  4 ounce tin $9.50*

Organic Berry Blend  This refreshing black tea blend combines organic black tea with sweet raspberry, blueberry and strawberry pieces. When brewed it yields a crisp, fruity cup that tastes great either hot or iced.
          one pound tin $38.00  8 ounce tin $23.00  4 ounce tin $12.50*

Oriental Spice  China Congou black tea with orange pieces, cinnamon pieces and orange essence.
            one pound tin $29.00  8 ounce tin $18.00  4 ounce tin $10.50*

Peach  China Congou black tea with peach pieces and peach essence.
           one pound tin $23.00  8 ounce tin $15.00  4 ounce tin $9.00*

Raspberry  China Anhui black tea with raspberry leaves and raspberry essence.
            one pound tin $24.00  8 ounce tin $15.50  4 ounce tin $9.25*

Spiced Masala Chai  Our Spiced Masala Chai is an uplifting, full-bodied blend of India black tea with masala, cinnamon, ginger, vanilla and cardamom. A traditional Indian offering that is often served with plenty of milk to create a delicious, spicy Chai.
            one pound tin $29.00  8 ounce tin $17.75  4 ounce tin $10.25*

Vanilla  Our Vanilla Flavored Black tea is a blend of select Ceylon black tea, orange pieces, bits of vanilla beans and vanilla essence.
           one pound tin $23.50  8 ounce tin $15.50  4 ounce tin $9.00*

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.
* They are not available for our 4 ounce size tins.
Flavored Green & Herbal Teas

Over the years, we have created flavorful blends of green and rooibos teas with fruit pieces, spices and flavorings. All of our tempting selections of flavored teas are easy to make into great tasting iced teas. So, hot or cold, these teas will certainly satisfy.

New! African Sunset
Recently reformulated, this tisane is a unique blend consisting of the finest South African Rooibos, blood orange peel, hibiscus petals, rosehips, apple pieces, safflowers, rose petals and natural essence of blood orange, lemon and vanilla. African Sunset blend evokes the beauty of the African Savannah with each flavorful cup.

one pound tin $35.50 8 ounce tin $21.00 4 ounce tin $11.50*

Green Paradise Blend
This is a mixture of select sencha style China green tea leaves, pieces of strawberry, raspberry, rhubarb and cornflowers. Visually appealing, this blend has a fresh green tea taste with a delicate sweetness.

one pound tin $29.00 8 ounce tin $17.50 4 ounce tin $10.50*

Mandarin Rooibos Herbal
Our Mandarin Rooibos is a blend of select South African Rooibos herbal tea and mandarin orange essence.

one pound tin $32.00 8 ounce tin $19.50 4 ounce tin $11.00*

Moroccan Mint Green
Traditionally served in Morocco, this tea is a blend of Chinese gunpowder green tea and fragrant spearmint leaves.

one pound tin $24.00 8 ounce tin $15.50 4 ounce tin $9.25*

Pomegranate Green
We have taken the finest Chinese Sencha green tea leaves and blended them with pomegranate pieces and rose petals to create this unique blend.

one pound tin $24.50 8 ounce tin $15.75 4 ounce tin $9.50*

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.

* They are not available for our 4 ounce size tins.

Iced Tea Blend Teabags

Our new Gallon Iced Tea Blend Teabags are the perfect way to make larger amounts of iced tea for you and your guests. Available in three varieties, these blends have been designed to brew into a clear brew that tastes great. Not only do these blends look like a classic iced tea brew, but they have a crisp and clean taste that you will appreciate. Simply brew normally and chill for several hours, add ice and serve! These gallon teabags are pre-measured and sealed for you to use with ease.

Original Black Blend – Using a base tea from the Nilgiri growing region of southern India, this is a classic black tea blend that produces a crisp and clean taste when brewed. Garnish with fruit to change up the flavor profile for your customers.

Tropical Fruit Blend – Using a base tea from the Nilgiri growing region of southern India, this blend is comprised of several tropical fruit pieces and invokes thoughts of paradise with each sip.

Ginger & Peach Blend – This selection is a blend of robust Nilgiri black tea, spicy ginger and sweet peaches. All mixed together, this blend produces a refreshing glass of iced tea, perfect for beating the summer heat.

• Original Nilgiri Black • Tropical Fruit • Ginger & Peach •

$18.00 per 10 count 1 gallon teabags pouches
Herbal and Fruit Tisanes

Herbal & Fruit Tisanes are comprised of herbs, dried fruit pieces, spices and flavorings. Since this style of “tea” does not contain the traditional tea leaves of the Camellia Senensis plant, they are naturally caffeine free. Herbal & Fruit tisanes come in many unique flavor profiles and have become a popular beverage to those who need a caffeine free alternative to traditional teas.

**Organic Egyptian Camomile Flower**  Considered by many to be a natural relaxation aid, Egyptian Camomile Flower has a distinctively fruity aroma when brewed. Naturally caffeine free, a cup of these dried apple flower buds is the perfect way to calm down and unwind.

6 ounce tin $23.00  1½ ounce tin $9.00*

**Garden Basket Fruit Blend**  This mélange of apple pieces, blackberry pieces, sour cherry pieces, raspberry pieces, rosehip pieces and hibiscus flowers is a delicious treat for the senses. Our Garden Basket Fruit Blend does not contain actual tea, so it is a caffeine-free and healthy alternative to regular iced teas or fruit drinks.

one pound tin $35.50  8 ounce tin $21.50  4 ounce tin $11.50*

**Peppermint Leaf Herbal**  Aside from their centuries-old reputation as cure-alls, dried mint leaves have been brewed for their aroma, refreshing flavor and cool aftertaste. Our Peppermint Leaf Herbal Tisane is grown in the Northwestern United States and has a powerful mint aroma that produces a brisk cup of tea that really refreshes. It can be drunk hot, or ice-cold in the summer.

8 ounce tin $21.00  4 ounce tin $14.00  2 ounce tin $9.00*

**Organic Rooibos Herbal**  Also known by its English translation, Redbush, this “red tea” is grown only in South Africa. Rooibos is caffeine free, low in tannins, and high in antioxidants, making it beneficial to your body’s health and well being. When brewed, Rooibos produces a reddish amber cup that has a milder flavor than black tea with no aftertaste.

one pound tin $27.00  8 ounce tin $16.75  4 ounce tin $9.75*

**Sundown Herbal Tisane**  Our Sundown blend, shown below, is a great tisane for relaxing in the evening. Comprised of lemon balm, peppermint, blackberry leaves, lemongrass, chamomile, lavender, rose petals, orange blossoms and heather blossoms, this cup will help you to achieve your inner calm each day!

6 ounce tin $20.50  3 ounce tin $14.00  1.5 ounce tin $8.50*

**Yerba Mate Herbal**  Grown in South America, this herb brews up into an energizing green liquor. Rich in vitamins, minerals and antioxidants, this unique cut-leaf herb is perfect any time of the day when an energy boost is needed. Enjoy with honey or splash of lemon juice.

one pound tin $31.00  8 ounce tin $19.00  4 ounce tin $11.50*

Refill bags for one pound and 8 ounce tins cost $2.00 less than prices shown.

*They are not available for our 4 ounce, 2 ounce, and 1½ ounce size tins.
Biodegradable Whole Leaf Teabags

Our expert tea blenders have created a range of full leaf 15 count pyramid style teabags. Featuring 22 flavorful black, green, oolong, white, and ayurvedic herbal tea selections like spicy chai, fruity mango black, crisp green mint, bold oolong and purifying tulsi, each teabag variety is packed in a unique re-closable pouch with descriptive label and brewing suggestions. Each pyramid shaped teabag is made from biodegradable plant-based materials. This is a perfect way to bring the convenience of the teabag into your everyday tea ritual!

• Amazon Mango Green • Cheericup Ceylon • China Yunnan •
• Darjeeling • Decaffeinated English Breakfast • Earl Grey • English Breakfast •
• Irish Breakfast • Japanese Genmaicha Green • Mao Feng Tranquility Green •
• Moroccan Mint Green • Osmanthus Green • Rooibos Herbal • Russian Caravan •
• Spiced Masala Chai • Sweet Raspberry White • Ti Kuan Yin Oolong •

$9.00 per 15 count pyramid teabag pouch

Biodegradable Ayurvedic Herbal Teabags

Ayurveda is a system of traditional medicine native to India, and practiced in other parts of the world as a form of alternative medicine. The Five Great Elements of Hinduism associated with Ayurveda are Earth, Water, Fire, Wind and Space. These Ayurvedic herbal teabags are made with a combination of various herbs and spices that have the best effect of the five different elements on the human body.

Calming OM – A unique blend of cardamom, saffron, licorice root, fennel, ginger root, cinnamon, rosebuds, lemon grass and rose scent designed to calm your weary body.

Cooling Pitta – A unique blend of chrysanthemum, saffron, marigolds, green cardamom, hibiscus, peppermint, sarsparilla, raspberry leaves, Tulsi, lemon and peach scent designed to cool and cleanse your body.

Purifying Tulsi – Our blenders have created an uplifting blend of Holy Basil (know as Tulsi), spearmint, rosehips, lemon myrtle and linden flowers. This mixture of fine herbs will help to purify and clean your mind and soul.

Stimulating Kapha – Designed to stimulate and warm the body, our Kapha blend contains a bold mixture of ginger root, saffron, black pepper, licorice root, green cardamom, fennel, cinnamon, safflowers, peppermint, clove and Tulsi.

Warming Vata – A unique blend of chamomile, saffron, licorice, ginger root, fennel seeds, rosebuds, spearmint, rosehips, lemon grass, tulsi and orange scent designed to calm and warm your weary body.

$9.00 per 15 count pyramid teabag pouch
Mark T. Wendell Loose Tea Sampler Boxes

Our Loose Tea Sampler Boxes offer a great way to sample a wide variety of our different loose leaf teas! Now available in five options, each sampler box includes its tea presentations packaged in re-sealable foil packets, plus a permanent brewing basket. It all comes packed in an attractive black and gold gift box with enclosed descriptive literature and brewing tips.

Julia Child’s Favorites
1 oz. HU-KWA, distinctive with its smoky flavor and aroma, this tea is in a class all by itself; 1 oz. Cheericup Ceylon, a unique blend of high and low grown teas from Sri Lanka; and 1 oz. Formosa Oolong, bold and robust, this tea from Taiwan makes a fragrant cup of tea. $27.00

Connoisseur Tea Sampler
1 oz. Dragonwell Green, this sweet and delicate teas is one of China’s most prized teas; ½ oz. Silver Needle White, a rare tea from China featuring only the tip of the tea plant; and ½ oz. Extra Fancy Formosa Oolong, the finest Oolong cultivar from the mountains of Taiwan. $36.00

China Delight Tea Sampler
½ oz. Huo Shan Yellow, handcrafted by Chinese artisans, this tea is sweet and clean in the cup; 1 oz. China Yunnan, a strong black tea from Yunnan with a rich, peppery flavor; and 1 oz. Downy Pearl Jasmine, hand rolled and gently scented, this tea unfurls when brewed. $33.00

Novice Tea Sampler
1 oz. China Keemun, a clean and brisk tea that is perfect for drinking all day long; 1 oz. Gunpowder Green, one of China’s classic teas, this easy drinking green is sure to please; and 1 oz. Scottish Breakfast, a perfect cup of tea for starting your day, bold and invigorating. $26.00

Iced Tea Blends Sampler
1 oz. Green Paradise, a unique blend of green tea, strawberries, raspberries & cornflowers; 1 oz. Organic Green Mint, strong peppermint leaves blended with China green tea; and 1 oz. Iced Tea Blend, our custom blend of blacks teas make the perfect glass of iced tea. $27.00
Create Your Own Loose Tea Tin Sampler

What better way to introduce a friend (or yourself!) to a broader selection of specialty loose leaf teas? Our Loose Tea Tin Sampler gives you plenty of choices to create the perfect combination of our wide range of teas. Choose any combination of three small tins of loose teas from the listing of 84 Mark T. Wendell brand teas. Your selection of tins will be packaged in our attractive black and gold display box. We will also enclose descriptive literature about the wide world of tea and brewing tips for proper tea brewing with each order. The total price for customized samplers will equal the combined total of your selected tins and a $2.25 charge for the presentation box.

To take the guesswork out of choosing from our wide array of tea selections, we have created seven classic combinations that are sure to please the tea enthusiast on your gift list. Please note that the prices for the classic combinations listed below include the three tins and the presentation box.

**Classic Loose Tea Tin Sampler Combinations**

**Breakfast Tea Selection**
4 oz. English Breakfast, 4 oz. Irish Breakfast, 4 oz. Scottish Breakfast. **$31.40**

**Travelers Delight Selection**
4 oz. African Sunset, 4 oz. Russian Caravan, 4 oz. Indonesian. **$32.50**

**Founder’s Choice Selection**
4 oz. HU-KWA, 3 oz. Formosa Oolong, 4 oz. Cheericup Ceylon. **$33.25**

**China’s Best Selection**
4 oz. Gunpowder Green, 4 oz. China Sechung Oolong, 4 oz. China Yunnan. **$33.35**

**Afternoon Tea Selection**
4 oz. China Keemun, 4 oz. Victorian Afternoon, 4 oz. China Jasmine. **$32.00**

**India’s Finest Selection**
4 oz. Darjeeling, 4 oz. Assam, 4 oz. Spiced Masala Chai. **$34.95**

**White & Green Selection**
1½ oz. China Mutan White, 4 oz. Young Hyson Green, 4 oz. Genmaicha Green. **$31.70**
Our Tea Subscription Service

With so many teas available, sometimes it is hard for new tea drinkers to know where to start. It is equally difficult to guess what the perfect gift would be for the tea connoisseur on your shopping list. With these situations in mind, we have created a Monthly Tea Tour subscription tea service. Available in 6 or 12 month options, we have selected some of our more popular teas that can be sent each month, either to your self or a gift recipient. This is an excellent way to learn about fine specialty teas with little effort, as well as serving as a convenient and thoughtful gift idea.

Each monthly selection will arrive in our elegant gold 4 ounce tin and will be packaged with a note card that describes the enclosed tea’s origin, character and proper brewing techniques. Participants will be sent the selected monthly tea offerings on the first Friday of each month. Please note that the Tea Tour will begin the month after sign up is completed. We will mail all gift recipients a card outlining the tea tour that they have been given, along with details about the program. Shipping is included in the price of the program and each 4 ounce tin generally makes about 30 to 40 cups of tea.

6 Month Tea Tour
Your gift recipient will receive one tin each of Scottish Breakfast, Green Paradise, Sundown Herbal, Earl Grey, Formosa Oolong, and Cheericup Ceylon. $90.00

12 Month Tea Tour
Your gift recipient will receive one tin each of Scottish Breakfast, Green Paradise, Sundown Herbal, Earl Grey, Formosa Oolong, Cheericup Ceylon, China Mutan White, Irish Breakfast, China Jasmine, Spiced Masala Chai, Min-Pei Fancy Oolong, and Japanese Genmaicha Green. $180.00

Please note that, although packed in a 4 ounce sized tin, the China Mutan White and Sundown Herbal weigh 1½ ounces, the Min-Pei Fancy Oolong weighs 2 ounces, and the Formosa Oolong weighs 3 ounces.

Mark T. Wendell Gift Certificates

M.T. Wendell Gift Certificates Still don’t know what to order? A Mark T. Wendell Gift Certificate is always the perfect solution. Our Gift Certificates never expire and are available in many denominations. For the added convenience of your gift recipients, Mark T. Wendell Gift Certificates may be redeemed online, with any remaining balances carried over and available to be applied toward another future order.
Boston Harbour Tea®

Applauded by tea enthusiasts for many years, Boston Harbour Tea is an exceptional blend of the finest black teas from Sri Lanka and Darjeeling. When brewed, Boston Harbour Tea has a sweet aroma and a brisk flavor that is sure to please. With several packaging sizes and styles available, this small piece of our country’s history not only makes a great Boston-themed gift idea, but a truly memorable cup of tea.

- **5 tea bags** (contains 5 tagless tea bags packed in a pillow pouch) $2.50
- **12 x 5 tea bags Display Sleeve** (contains 12 individual pillow pouches) $27.00
- **25 tea bags** (box with string and tag tea bags with foil overlay) $6.00
- **75 tea bags** (display box with string and tag tea bags with paper overlay) $12.50
- **Tea Chest** (wood grained cardboard chest, 20 string and tag tea bags with paper overlay) $14.00
- **Tea Mug** (attractive logo mug filled with 10 ct teabag pouch pack) $13.00
- **4 Ounce Loose Tea Tin** (lithographed with historical graphics and hinged lid) $12.00

**The Tea with a History**

Centuries ago, the taxation of tea in the American Colonies was one of the catalysts that helped spark the American War of Independence. Even though the tax on British controlled tea stocks was not a substantial amount per household, this was one of many taxes that occurred without proper consent over a span of several decades. Cries of “taxation without representation” engulfed the Colonies until there was no peaceful compromise to be realized. On December 16, 1773 a group of Colonial patriots disguised as Mohawk Indians boarded three English ships in Boston Harbor and threw the tea onboard into the water, in protest against the duty imposed on tea by the Government of King George III.

When the first Boston Tea Party was over, hundreds of tea chests were left floating in the frigid harbor waters. In the months that followed, many other seaports staged their own “Tea Parties”. On March 7, 1774, at a second Boston Tea Party, 16 chests of fine tea from tea merchants, Davison Newman & Co. Ltd. of London, were also dumped in the harbor in defiance of British policies. A replica copy of the original petition from Davison, Newman & Company to King George III, requesting compensation for their chests of tea thrown into Boston Harbour, can be obtained at www.BostonHarbourTea.com. Still in operation today, Britain’s oldest tea merchant has developed this famous tea blend and offers it exclusively through the Mark T. Wendell Tea Company.
Hampstead Organic & Biodynamic Teas

Hampstead Tea is the world’s foremost Organic and Biodynamic tea producer. Hampstead Teas are farmed intuitively, responsibly and in tune with nature, always nurturing the purity of the source. Their focus on the dual notions of great taste and peace of mind is guaranteed on all their products by numerous certifications, including the Demeter International biodynamic certification.

Packaged in individually wrapped 20 count teabag sachets, several of the most popular core flavors are also available in loose leaf packagings. Exclusively offered by Hampstead is their unique “Cup to Compost” range of 5 tea and botanical teabag selections. With a focus on minimizing waste and enhancing the beauty of our planet, each teabag is made from renewable plant-based material. This allows the teabag to be composted after use.

**Loose Leaf Teas**
- Organic Green
- Organic English Breakfast
- Organic Earl Grey
- Organic Darjeeling
- Organic Energy Chai
- Organic Oolong

3.5 ounce loose leaf tea box (*Organic Oolong is 1.75 ounce) $7.95

**“Cup to Compost” Teabags**
- Organic English Breakfast
- Organic Earl Grey
- Organic Camomile Flower
- Organic Matcha Green
- Organic Turmeric Herbal

Packed 15 “Cup to Compost” teabags per box $7.25

**Black, Green & Herbal Teabags**
- Organic Divine Earl Grey
- Organic Dreamy Jasmine Green
- Organic Lavender & Valerian Herbal
- Organic Lemon & Ginger Herbal
- Organic Madagascan Vanilla Black
- Organic Lemon & Orange Black
- Organic Misty Mint Green
- Organic Pure Darjeeling
- Organic Rosehip & Hibiscus Herbal
- Organic Strong English Breakfast
- Organic Velvety Cocoa Green
- Organic Wild Raspberry Green

Packed 20 individually wrapped teabags per flavor $4.50

**Selection Packs**
- Organic Black Tea Selection Pack
  5 each of Darjeeling, Assam, Earl Grey and English Breakfast
- Organic Herbal Harmonies Selection Pack
  5 each of Peppermint & Spearmint, Camomile, Lemon & Ginger, and Rosehip & Hibiscus
- Organic Green Tea Selection Pack
  5 each of Green, Jasmine Green, Lime Green, and Mint Green

Packed 20 individually wrapped teabags per flavor $4.90
Turning heads of tea enthusiasts in England for several years, the We Are Tea brand has quickly become synonymous with healthy tea blends. A member of the Ethical Tea Partnership, every one of We Are Tea’s blends is ethically sourced. In addition, their range of black, green, herbal and fruit blends are all packaged in 100% biodegradable plastic-free teabags for guilt-free sipping! Available in varying flavor profiles, your favorite cup of tea awaits!

- Chamomile
- Earl Grey Supreme
- English Breakfast
- Lemongrass, Ginger & Honey
- Moroccan Mint
- Peppermint
- Sencha Green
- Super Berry

Packed 15 biodegradable tea bags per flavor $5.95

Recently introduced, We Are Tea’s range of “Super Teas” have been blended with your active lifestyle in mind. Aptly named: Soothe, Protect, Alert and Sleep, these offerings all come in We Are Tea’s colorful packaging and are a welcome addition to your healthy routine.

Alert Uniquely crafted with select lemon balm, gingko, ginseng, peppermint, rosemary and vervain, this blend of herbs boosts your energy for that natural “get-up-and-go” effect. Ideal for when you want to feel your best with a busy day ahead.

Protect Packed with a powerful infusion of echinacea and roseships, this refreshing and reviving cup will help keep you healthy and germ-free.

Sleep A good night’s sleep is essential! This blend of select chamomile, lavender, rose and holy basil will help you achieve the perfect evening slumber.

Soothe With ginger and lemon, this aromatic infusion gives your tummy a helping hand. Warming and calming, it’s the perfect post meal sip to soothe your indigestion.

Packed 12 biodegradable tea bags per flavor $5.95
Lifeboat and Typhoo Teas

**Lifeboat Tea**  This tea is a hearty English Breakfast blend of Kenyan teas. It is sourced from Williamson Teas’ Fair Trade Kenyan tea estates and sold on behalf of the world famous Royal National Lifeboat Institution. Lifeboat Tea makes a full-strength brew that is strong enough to ward off the cold North Atlantic weather. A portion of the profits from the sale of this tea is donated to the RNLI, which still relies on voluntary contributions to operate, so each cup you drink will help save lives on the waters surrounding the UK and Ireland. Lifeboat tea is Rainforest Alliance certified.

80 pillow tea bags (box)  $10.00

**Typhoo**  We are pleased to bring you one of England’s most popular teas. Known for its heritage and quality, Typhoo is produced from Ceylon, Assam and Kenyan teas sourced from the finest growing areas around the world. Rich and full bodied in flavor, Typhoo delivers a smooth and refreshing cup of tea with a distinct golden color.

80 round tea bags (box)  $10.50
80 round decaf. tea bags (box)  $12.95
4.4 ounces – loose tea box  $5.35
Indar
Imported from France exclusively by Mark T. Wendell Tea Company, this special Boudoir blend was created in Odessa, Russia in 1887. A favorite for generations, Indar is an uplifting blend of select black teas from Ceylon, Assam and Darjeeling, delicately scented with oil of Bergamot to produce a superb cup of tea.

50 tea bags (box) $11.00 8.75 ounce loose tea (tin) $18.00

Thé de Noël
This fruity and vibrant black tea blend undertakes a unique steam-flavoring process that holds the robust cherry and almond aromas in the tea leaves. A visual treat, the dark black tea leaves sparkle with red and blue cornflower petals. An original blend for Seasons Greetings!

3.5 ounce loose tea (tin) $13.50

Hiver Austral
This newly born blend which completes Compagnie Coloniale Christmas Collection. Originally from Austral Africa, this rooibos is flavored with red fruit and mandarin, a perfect after dinner hot drink.

3.5 ounce loose tea (tin) $13.50

Thé de Neiges
This unique tea is a blend of green and white teas with a delicate fruity taste of baked apples and red fruits. Sprinkled with white petals, this blend recalls all the beauty of the snowy mountains.

3.5 ounce loose tea (tin) $13.50

Etoile d’Orient
This original blend of Sencha and Chun Mee green teas are flavored with orange, spices and chocolate. An exceptional blend sprinkled with flowers and red berries to provide a festive visual treat.

3.5 ounce loose tea (tin) $13.50

Thé Anniversaire 170 Ans
Inspired from the signature flavors of a birthday cake, this special 170th anniversary blend consists of select white and green tea leaves combined with red fruits, honey and almond.

3 ounce loose tea (tin) $13.50
Williamson Elephant Caddies Available in several unique designs, these attractive Elephant Caddies are packed by Williamson Tea, a family owned business with over 145 years of experience in the art of growing, selecting and blending fine teas. Williamson believes that everyone should know the origins of their teas, how they're grown, how they're produced and how the people that grow them are treated, offering complete transparency from bush to cup.

All Williamson teas are from their own farms, something totally unique and offering complete traceability through every aspect of the manufacturing process. There is no blending from different sources, no increased carbon footprint transporting teas from around the world, just naturally grown, pesticide free teas straight from their bushes to your cup. Each teabag is packed using only the finest tea buds and top two tea leaves, leaving a full flavor cup each and every time.

**English Breakfast (Painterly Summer)** This is a rich and refreshing black tea blend, specially customized to obtain the classic breakfast cup of tea. This full-bodied tea can be enjoyed with milk at breakfast and throughout the day. When brewed, it has a full flavor with coppery brightness shining through each cup.

40 teabags (tin)  $22.00

**Earl Grey (Modern Paisley)** Grown exclusively on Williamson’s private estates, this fresh and bright black tea blend is scented with natural Mediterranean Bergamot oranges. This elegant tea is ideal for relaxing moments. Zesty and aromatic, this is one of their most popular tea blends.

40 teabags (tin)  $22.00

**Christmas Blend (Winter Wreath)** Holly, ivy and a young baby elephant with mistletoe in her trunk. Williamson’s limited-edition Winter Wreath Elephant Caddy captures the very essence of the festive season. Each caddy contains their seasonal Christmas Blend, a sweet fragrant tea that warms the body in the depths of winter, combining black tea from their Kapchorua farm with the aroma of apple and spice.

40 teabags (tin)  $22.00

**English Breakfast (Winter Warmer)** This is a rich and refreshing black tea blend, specially customized to obtain the classic breakfast cup of tea. This full-bodied tea can be enjoyed with milk at breakfast and throughout the day. When brewed, it has a full flavor with coppery brightness shining through each cup.

40 teabags (tin)  $22.00

**Earl Grey (Painterly Winter)** Grown exclusively on Williamson’s private estates, this fresh and bright black tea blend is scented with natural Mediterranean Bergamot oranges. This elegant tea is ideal for relaxing moments. Zesty and aromatic; this is one of their most popular tea blends.

40 teabags (tin)  $22.00
Foojoy Gold Premium Leaf Teas

We are proud to distribute this premium line of rare teas. Selected for their flavor, exquisite leaf form, and good value, these teas are produced in very small quantities each season. Each tea comes direct from its origin garden, assuring freshness.

### Imperial Keemun Black
Superbly crafted, tippy leaves of this elegant tea offer a bloom of aromatic sweetness with each cup. Keemun’s rich flavor is unforgettable. 3.5 oz. pouch $17.60

### Yunnan Tribute Pu-erh Black
Aged for many years, pu-erh teas produce a distinctive bold and assertive earthy flavor when brewed. 3.5 oz. pouch $17.60

### Before the Rain Tippy Green
Picked before the spring rains, this tea shows many buds and slender, twisted leaves. The cup has an alluring fresh fragrance and a sweet taste. 1.75 oz. pouch $11.00

### Huang Mountain Mao Feng Green
Huang Mountain’s clouds and mists create a legendary landscape and superb tea. Tender tips are hand plucked and brew a golden color with a mellow, sweet finish. 2 oz. pouch $17.60

### Lung Ching Premium Green
Plucked in early spring, this prized China green earns its distinction with beautiful budssets, a golden brew, and a memorable sweet finish. 3.5 oz. pouch $19.80

### Organic Bai Mudan White
This organically grown white tea is known as peony for its clusters of silver buds and greenish grey leaves. When brewed it yields an amber cup with toasty flavor. 1.75 oz. pouch $10.50

### Pi Lo Chun Spiral Green
Tiny curled leaves and feathery white tips show the early spring buds in this justly famous and delicate tea. 3.5 oz. pouch $23.65

### Silver Tip White Tea
This rare tea is comprised entirely of silvery, downy buds. Each leaf is hand plucked before it opens, then gently steamed, to yield a delicate brew. 1.75 oz. pouch $23.65

### Jasmine Silver Pearls
Silvery tea tips give these pearls their luster. Green tea buds are hand rolled, then scented repeatedly with fresh jasmine. 3.5 oz. pouch $23.00

### Organic Summer Jasmine
After repeated exposure to the green tea leaves, jasmine blossoms are removed from the blend, leaving a natural bouquet. 3.5 oz. pouch $10.50

### Yin Hao Jasmine Green
Pure white jasmine blossoms are added to silvery tip Yin Hao leaves to make this superb, highest quality jasmine tea. 3.5 oz. pouch $16.50

### Monkey-Picked Ti Kuan Yin Oolong
Nurtured by clouds and mist, Ti Kuan Yin has an intense aroma and a complex, long-lasting finish. 3.5 oz. pouch $17.60

### Organic Shui Hsien Mountain Oolong
Experienced tea masters craft this tea with patience, as gentle oxidation produces a fragrant tea with a long finish. 1.75 oz. pouch $10.50

### Tung Ting Oolong
This premium Formosa Oolong is famous for its incomparable fragrance with floral overtones and tightly curled leaves. 3.5 oz. pouch $23.00
London Fruit & Herb Company’s philosophy is to create great tasting blends that are good for you. In their dedication to delivering this sensory experience, they have developed a unique process that creates a range of fruity flavors that not only smell fantastic, but taste great too. London Fruit and Herb teas come in a wide selection of flavors and variety packs for multiple sampling. London Fruit and Herb Company herbal and fruit tea offerings are caffeine-free and gluten-free. Please note that the green tea variety pack does contain caffeine as those are blended with pure tea leaves.

**Fruit Tea Blends, Green Tea Blends & Herbal Tea Blends**

- **Apple & Cinnamon Twist**
- **Blackcurrant Bracer**
- **Blueberry Bliss**
- **Ginger & Lemon**
- **Lemon & Lime Zest**
- **Orange Spicer**
- **Peach Paradise**
- **Raspberry Rendezvous**
- **Strawberry & Vanilla Fool**

Packed 20 individually wrapped teabags per flavor $5.50

**20 Teabag Variety Packs**

**Fruit & Spice Variety Pack**
5 teabags each of Apple & Cinnamon Twist, Lime & Lemon Zest, Orange Spicer, and Blackcurrant Bracer.
Packed 20 individually wrapped tea bags per variety pack $5.50

**Fruit Fantasy Variety Pack**
5 teabags each of Peach Paradise, Blueberry Bliss, Raspberry Rendezvous, and Strawberry & Vanilla Fool.
Packed 20 individually wrapped tea bags per variety pack $5.50

**Green Tea Variety Pack**
5 teabags each of Green Tea & Cherry, Green Tea & Lemon, Green Tea & Mango, and Green Tea & Orange.
Packed 20 individually wrapped tea bags per variety pack $5.50
Tea Brewing Accessories

Strainers, Tea Balls, Paper Filters and Brewing Baskets

Even the finest of tea will fail to reach its true potential without careful and proper preparation. With this fact in mind, in addition to our selection of teapots, the Mark T. Wendell Tea Company offers the following modest selection of infusers, strainers and other tea preparation accessories for your consideration.

FBL. Finum Large Brew Basket - Fits teapots, 4¼ in. tall, stainless steel $8.25
FBM. Finum Medium Brew Basket - Fits mugs and teapots, 3¼ in. tall, stainless steel $7.50
G. Teapot Shaped Tea Bag Caddy - White ceramic, 4½ in. wide $2.95
H. Folding Handle Infuser with Traveling Case - The folding handle stainless tea infuser with BPA-free plastic carrying case is the best way to enjoy your favorite tea everywhere you go. $16.50
O. English Tea Strainer - 4½ in. long, stainless, fancy handles $5.50
P. Stainless Steel Tip Tea Strainer - mesh strainer with swivel base and handle $6.50
Q. Extra Fine Stainless Steel Strainer - 7½ in. long with mesh straining basket $4.50
R. 2" Stainless Steel Mesh Tea Ball - 2 in. diameter mesh ball with clasp & chain $3.50
S. 2½" Stainless Steel Mesh Tea Ball - same, except 2½ in. diameter $4.75
T. 1½" Snap Mesh Tea Ball Spoon - 1½ in. mesh ball with snap closure, 6 in. long $4.00
CLK. Tea Click Paper Tea Filter Holder - Clicks the top of your paper filter closed and keeps it from slipping into your brewing vessel $2.75
TT. Stainless Steel Tea Bag Squeezer - 5 in. long, stainless $4.95
U. 100 count Finum Flip Large Paper Tea Filters Brews a teapot of loose tea. Made from unbleached paper and biodegradable, these filters have an easy fill flap and expanding base. Filters measure 7 in. long x 3 in. wide $4.75
V. 100 count Finum Flip Individual Paper Tea Filters Brews an individual cup of loose tea. These filters have an easy fill flap and expanding base. Filters measure 3¼ in. long x 2½ in. wide $4.25
For Life Glass Teaware

**Mist Iced Tea Jug**
This sturdy borosilicate glass Iced Tea Jug from For Life is a great way to make 68 ounces of thirst quenching iced tea in minutes. Designed with a detachable stainless steel and silicone push-on-lid, the Mist Iced Tea Jug is easy to use and cleans up fast. The stainless steel infuser basket is comprised of extra-fine holes to allow the tea to circulate efficiently and comes with a handle on top to allow for easy removal of the brewed leaves.

68 ounce Mist Iced Tea Jug $62.00 each

**New Leaf Glass Tea Mug**
This elegant and functional tea glass from For Life is the perfect way to enjoy your daily cup of tea. It is designed using borosilicate glass to keep the tea hot, but allows for comfortable handling. Each tea glass comes with an extra fine, stainless steel infuser for convenient brewing and a silicone rubber brewing lid that acts as a drip tray.

16 ounce New Leaf Glass Tea Mug $29.00 each

**Dew Brew-In-Mug**
The Dew Brew-In-Mug has a smooth, satin finish that is sure to please your senses while you prepare your favorite tea for brewing. This lead-free ceramic mug has a uniquely designed, extra-fine, stainless steel tea infuser that gives you a perfect even steep every time. This type of infuser enables you to steep both fine loose-leaf teas and large whole-leaf teas alike. The stainless steel lid serves as an infuser holder and drip tray.

18 ounce Dew Brew-In-Mug $30.00 each
For Life Curve and Dew Teapots

**Curve Teapot with Basket Infuser**
For Life’s Curve Teapot has been designed to create a simple and clean way of steeping your own pot of tea. Certified lead-free, this teapot has a uniquely designed, extra-fine, stainless steel tea infuser that gives you a perfect even steep every time. This type of infuser enables you to steep both fine loose-leaf teas and large whole-leaf teas alike. The Curve teapot also features a stylish spout that pours tea smoothly, a flat handle designed for comfortable pouring and an easy to remove lid with silicon gasket to keep it in place while pouring.

- Red • Lime • Blue • Black • White

- 24 ounce Curve Teapot $38.00 each
- 45 ounce Curve Teapot $46.00 each

**Dew Teapot with Basket Infuser**
Available in four soft and peaceful colors, the Dew Teapot resembles a water droplet cascading off a leaf on a bright morning. Certified lead-free, each teapot has a smooth, satin finish that is sure to please your senses while you prepare your favorite tea for brewing. This teapot has a uniquely designed, extra-fine, stainless steel tea infuser that gives you a perfect even steep every time. This type of infuser enables you to steep both fine loose-leaf teas and large whole-leaf teas alike.

- Lemon Grass • Minty Aqua • Lavender Mist • Natural Cotton

- 32 ounce Dew Teapot $44.00 each
Finum Tea Control Teapots

Designed by Finum, the Tea Control range of teapots is the simple, yet unique way to brew your cup of tea. Comprised of heat-resistant Borosilicate glass and a BPA-free copolyester filter insert, this teapot allows you to enjoy your hot tea for up to 60 minutes, without removing the tea leaves after brewing. The Tea Control’s “brew-stop” filter design allows you to stop the brewing process by simply turning the lid top to trap the leaves away from the water. The design of these teapots is so unique that it was recently added to the Permanent Design Collection of the Chicago Museum of Architecture and Design. Easy to clean, dishwasher safe and sold with an easy to read instruction manual, the Tea Control is the ideal teapot for tea novice and connoisseur alike.

13.5 oz. (.4 l) Tea Control Teapot $27.00
27 oz. (.8 l) Tea Control Teapot $28.00
34 oz. (1.1 l) Tea Control Teapot $29.00

Gilway Sugars

Demerara Sugar Cubes – These all natural demerara sugar cubes from Gilway are the perfect way to add a little sweetness to your favorite cup of tea. Produced in Mauritius and shaped into golden cubes, we have been offering this style of raw demerara sugar for many years now, and we always add a cube to our favorite teas when it needs a hint of extra flavor. Packed in a 500 gram box for easy removal of individual cubes.

Demerara Sugar Cubes – 1 lb., 1.5 oz. (500g) box $7.75
**IMPORTANT: Tea Packaging Option!** Please specify your desired packaging option (in the Pkg. column) when ordering one pound or 8 ounce sizes of Mark T. Wendell brand loose teas. Indicate preference by listing “T” for tins or “B” for refill bags. Deduct $2.00 from the listed price of each loose tea item where the refill bag option is specified. If no clear preference is indicated, tins will automatically be shipped. **Refill bags are not available on 4 oz. tins.**

**Note! Shipping charges should be calculated separately for each delivery address when gift orders are placed. Additional postage will be charged for Foreign shipments. **Free shipping applies within the contiguous U.S. states only!**
Domestic Special Service Charges
We realize that there are times when your order is urgent. Customers requiring expedited shipping and handling, beyond standard ground shipping time frames, may contact us directly with order specifics. Prices for expedited services can then be calculated for you based on the package weight and destination.

International Shipping
The Mark T. Wendell Tea Company ships internationally thru the United States Postal Service. Delivery times will vary by destination, but most take between 5-10 days. Please note that free shipping on orders over $100 does not apply to orders shipping to international addresses.

Gift Orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship To:</th>
<th>Apt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>City</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td></td>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<th>Amount $</th>
</tr>
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</table>

Greetings to read:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipping $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

☐ Ship for Christmas  ☐ Ship Now  ☐ Ship to arrive _____ Total $ ______

Christmas Orders will be shipped approx. 2 weeks prior to 12/25.
To order additional gifts please attach list.
How to Brew a Perfect Cup of Tea

Here are a few steadfast guidelines to follow in order to achieve the perfect cup:

1. Fill a kettle with freshly drawn cold water. We recommend filtered water as the quality of your water will affect the taste of your tea. Many towns have water that has too much chlorine and other minerals.

2. Measure tea carefully into your teapot or cup – use one rounded teaspoon or one tea bag for each 8oz. cup. A filter or “tea ball” should be used with loose tea.

3. Bring water to the desired temperature (rolling boil or just short of, variable by tea type). Do not allow it to boil too long, as it will result in a flat cup. Instant tea pots allow you to press a button and have it arrive at the right temperature!

4. Pour the water onto the leaves or tea bag. Do not pour the water and then add the tea, this will only result in a poor cup of tea. The differing types of tea should be infused for the specified number of minutes on the chart below.

5. If you prefer your tea stronger or weaker, increase or decrease the amount of tea (don’t brew it for longer). If it sits in the teapot, the tea can over-brew and turn bitter. Some green, oolong and white teas are good for multiple infusions – just add new hot water to the pot and increase the steeping time slightly. Repeat until the flavor starts to fade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tea Type</th>
<th>Tea Brewing Time &amp; Water Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pu-erh Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 1½-5 minutes in 190-205°F water (just short of boiling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 4-5 minutes in 200-212°F water (boiling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darjeeling Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 3 minutes in 200-212°F water (boiling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oolong Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 3-4 minutes in 190-205°F water (just short of boiling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 3-4 minutes in 190-205°F water (just short of boiling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Green Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 2-3 minutes in 170-180°F water (boil, allow to cool for 1 minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 2-3 minutes in 175°F water (boil, allow to cool for 1½-2 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Green Tea</td>
<td>Steep for 1-2 minutes in 160-170°F water (boil, allow to cool for 2 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbal Tisanes</td>
<td>Steep for 5-7 minutes in 200-212°F water (boiling)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tea Yield

New loose tea drinkers often wonder how many cups of brewed tea will be produced from various sized tins. Here is a good guideline to follow:

1 lb of loose tea will make approximately 160 cups
8 oz of loose tea will make approximately 80 cups
4 oz of loose tea will make approximately 40 cups
(All based upon one rounded teaspoon used for each cup.)

Please note that these are approximate readings. Some people often use more or less than a teaspoon of tea per cup, depending upon personal preference.